Fab 4-Let’s PLAY Activities
Pellet Pop 2 and 3

Here are our write-ups and diagrams.

Secret Spot Scavenger 4-18

Email kzerby22@gmail.com with any Qs?

Case of Rainbows 19-20
Ladder Boss 21-22
Hidden Bingo 23-25
Tunnel Funnel 26-27

Pellet Pop
How To Play

Object of the Game

To roll the ball successfully onto target

paired or placed in small groups at one endline
Each group has a bucket with a pellet ball to
match
Equipment Needed
● 1 Student will roll the colored dot dice to see
● Jumbo or 12” Poly spots (6 of each color)#21214-PS
#21059-PS
which color it lands on
● Pellet Balls (1 for each pair) #18252-PS
● That student then approaches throwing line
(can go anywhere just behind it) to attempt a
● Bubble pops (1 for each pair or group) placed
toss at the first row onto the color poly spot
inside of the hula hoop or can be placed on a
that was just rolled
poly spot
● IF the ball successfully lands on the spot, that
● Colored Dot Dice (1 for each pair) #15034-PS
student runs to the back of the grid and pops
one bubble of same color and then returns to
● 6 buckets 1 of each color(place dice inside to
group
roll) #15607-PS
● IF student doesn't hit target they return to
● 6 Hula hoops (1 of each color) No Kink Hoops #14014-PS their group
● Repeat with partner
● If student rolls same color that has already
been rolled and landed on, they attempt a toss
at the next row. Always must start at row 1
before advancing
●
●
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Secret Spot Scavenger
How To Play

Object of the Game

To work together in pairs or small groups by finding a specific
sequence of colors and traveling using a variety of locomotor
skills

●

Grade Level

●

Set Up

●

K-6

●

●
●

Place the hidden spots scattered throughout the center of
your gym or playing space
Place bucket on top of the hidden spots to cover the
center color dot
Place cones on one endline and have students line up
behind them.

Equipment Needed
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Hidden Spots (1 set) 21213-PS
Buckets (5 of each color-30 total) 15607-PS
6 colored cones (1 of each color) 21049-PS
#’ed Scavenger cards (made by teacher)
Scavenger key card for teacher
Small hoops (1 for each group) #14036-PS
Popsicle sticks

●

●

Students are grouped in pairs or small groups depending
on class size
Each group has a small hula hoop at their home base and a
scavenger card which includes a sequence of colors for
each pair to hunt for (must be in sequential order)
One student approaches the spots and chooses 1 bucket to
lift up to see if it matches the color sequence they are
looking for. If it is a match, they grab a popsicle stick from
under the bucket and bring back to their home base,
placing it in their hoop. If the selected bucket is NOT a
match, the student returns and partner takes their turn.
When ALL color sequence spots have been found, the pair
raises hand to show the teacher the match and checks to
make sure the popsicle sticks match as well.
If there is enough time left, Students can trade in
completed scavenger card for a new one and repeat the
process.

Objective: to be the ﬁrst team to ﬁll
their trophy case with one trophy of
all 6 colors.
Grade levels: 2-5
Equipment needed: 12 weighted targets
( 2 per color), 12 jumbo spots ( 2 per
color), 1 dodge disc for every 2
students.
17227-PS
17242-PS
Type text, 21214-PS,
here
Set-up: place the 12 targets across the
middle playing area. Place 6 jumbo
spots at the back wall of each side.
Start each group of 2 students with a
dodge disc.

How to play:
divide the classroom into teams of two. Within
each team assign players into partners to share
dodgediscs. Players must toss their dodgediscs
from behind their throwing line attempting to
knock over a target. If a target is knocked over it
may be brought back one line closer to their
team’s side. If a student knocks over a target
that is on their capture line then it is picked up
and placed in their trophy case on the jumbo spot
of the same color. If a target is knocked over on
the other team’s capture line it is moved to the
middle line. Once a target is in the trophy case it
cannot be touched again. Teams cannot collect
more than one trophy of the same color, but they
can knock over a color they already have and
bring it to their capture line making it harder
for the other team to collect that trophy. When
a team collcects all 6 colors of trophies in their
case they win.

Objective: To move the ring back to your
side before the other team by tossing the
dodgedisc and knocking over the targets.

How to play: Teams will be playing
against one another to be the ﬁrst one to
move the jumbo ring back to the last spot
on their side.

Grade levels: 2-5
Equipment needed: for every 4 players
you need 2 cones, 2 weighted targets, 2
dodgediscs, 1 jumbo spot, 1 jumbo ring and
6 polyspots.
Set-up: place a jumbo spot in the middle
with a jumbo ring on it. Place two cones
on each side of the center jumbo spot and
balance a weighted target on top of each.
Then place 3 spots equally distanced
leading towards each team.

Players will take turns tossing the
dodgedisc attempting to knock over
either target off the cones. If a target is
knocked over, the player must replace
the target and then move the Ring one
spot closer on their side.
If a player misses they retrieve the disc
and give it to their partner to toss next.
Players should not have to wait as one
target should always be up on a cone to
be thrown at.
When a player moves the ring to their
last spot they win the game.

Objective: to be the ﬁrst team to
complete a bingo on their card getting
5 x’s in a row
Grade levels: 2-5
Equipment needed: set of hidden spots,
15 hula hoops, 1 pellet ball per team, 1
dry erase sheet per team, 1 marker per
team and 1 jumbo spot per team
21213-PS, 14014-PS, 18252-PS, 21214-PS

Set-up: scatter 15 hoops in the center
of the playing area. Place 2 hidden
spots face down inside each hoop. Give
each team a marker and a bingo card
to start with in their dry erase folder

How to play: players will look at their
bingo card and take turns using an
underhand
toss.
If
a
player
successfully tosses a pellet ball into a
hoop, they may peak under one of the
two spots and reveal its two colors.
They will then return to their partner
and mark an X on that target if it is on
their sheet. The next partner will then
toss. Partners will take turns until a
team has bingo by getting 5 x’s in a
row left to right, top to bottom or
diagonally. When starting a new game
change bingo cards and move spots
around inside hoops.
Modiﬁcation: players can peak at both
spots, use a toss n catch or thrown n catch
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Tunnel Funnel
Grades K-5
Equipment:
2 sets of FlipZ 17206-PS
6 noodles cut in half 58021-PS
12 small balls to roll (one ball per partner
duo) zone grab balls 17156-PS set of 6

2

ZONE SPIDER BALLS 10581-PS SET OF 6

Set-Up-Put up Tunnel 1 down the middle of
the gym, at least 1 per 4 students.
Split up the partner duos, one on each side
of the gym. Give one side of the gym a ball
to roll.
How to play:
When the teacher says GO, partner 1 rolls
the ball on the floor trying to get it through
the tunnel. Partner 2 retrieves the ball and
get’s ready to roll. The teacher will then
count up how many tunnel are still up

3

And that size of the
gym gets a score for
each tunnel up.
Then side 2 goes
and gets a score.
Play a few rounds
like this.

Tunnel Funnel Continued:
At a certain point, switch to level 2, where you make the
tunnels look like picture 2. They are smaller. Play the game
as you did before.
Then eventually get to level 3.
Modifications:
You could give points based on how many FLIPZ you know
down.
You could ask the students to NOT go through the tunnel.
You could use soccer kicking skills instead of rolling.

